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Abstract— Opinion mining involves constructing a system to 

collect and categorize opinions about a product. Opinion may 

be positive, negative or neutral emotions of people. The 

opinion can be collected from various fields to help the users 

about the product. This paper is the survey of different 

techniques of opinion mining, which is applied to many 

fields such as reviews of mobile applications, Tourism 

reviews, Blogs for Agriculture, online reviews for book 

recommendations, big data applications mining. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion mining is also called as Sentiment analysis. It is a 

type of natural language processing for monitoring the mood 

of the public about a specific product. Opinion mining is 

useful for customers to make a right decision to choose a 

suitable product. Reviews might by helpful in a situation the 

lone customer is choosing between different products in a 

shop [2]. 

Social media websites such as Twitter, Facebook, 

and YouTube offer great venues for students to distribute 

their experiences, vent feeling and tension, and look for 

social support. On various social media sites, students 

examine and distribute their everyday encounter in an 

informal and casual method. Students’ digital path provides 

huge amount of understood awareness and a entire new 

viewpoint for educational researchers and practitioners to be 

aware of students’ experiences outside the guarded 

classroom environment. This understanding can inform 

institutional decision-making on intervention for at-risk 

students, perfection of education worth, and thus improve 

student employment, preservation, and victory [6]. 

A challenging area is the development of opinion 

detection methods relying on these new sources. Opinion 

detection systems using sentiment analysis have been 

developed to target customers and evaluate the success of 

marketing campaigns, to know the user experience with 

certain products or their image of brands or to predict stock 

price fluctuations [5]. 

Modern advances in web technologies and 

interactions predisposed the method people can contact 

information. The web has turn into an huge dump of data, to 

which online users include new information each day. A 

measurement of that information is represented by online 

reviews. People study these reviews and are subjective by 

them in the procedure of acquiring a product or service. But 

the huge quantity of data makes unfeasible for one to read it 

all [4]. 

Knowledge mining is the hunt for relationships and 

patterns that survive in large databases, but are 'hidden' 

among the huge amounts of data. A particular field of data 

mining is text mining which sometimes alternately is 

referred to as text data mining and plan to the development 

of deriving high superiority information from text[11].  

Aim mining is a particular folder of document 

examination whose objective is to measure the approach of 

the document instigator with respect to a given subject. It 

belongs to sentiment analysis or opinion mining which is the 

purpose of natural language processing, computational 

linguistics, and text analytics to recognize and mine 

prejudiced information in resource materials [9]. 

The remaining part of this paper is structured as 

follows: Section 2 contains literature survey of opinion 

mining in the different fields, In Section 3 describes the 

identification of the problem, and the last section 

summarizes the conclusion and future works. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Feature extraction and analysis of online reviews for the 

recommendation of books  

According to Shahab Saquip Sohail, Jamshed  Sddiqui, 

Rashid Ali [1], The customers opinions available in an 

unstructured and unguided format which requires an extra 

effort in processing these reviews to get some useful 

conclusion to it. The online reviews which are available at 

various online shopping sites are very helpful for the 

customers who seek for the others experiences and feedback 

about a particular product. In this paper to present a method 

which extracts the feature from online reviews and analyses 

those features to provide a platform for the users for 

purchasing online books. The feature extraction are 

classified in to (1) Frequency of occurrences in Search 

Engine Results Page (SERP) (2) Useful Content (3) 

Extraneous Content, (4) Sufficient  Material, (5) Physical 

Attributes, (6)Market Availability, (7)Price. The feature 

extraction and analysis method used human intelligence and 

categorized book-features from online reviews which may 

help users finding the books of their choice. The method has 

been evaluated by using precision as an evaluation metric. 

B. Mobile Application Reviews Opinion Mining 

According to Jan Prichystal [2], in modern era of 

information and publication technologies, it has become 

quite common that customers create their opinion not just 

discussion to their friends or reading experts reviews in 

magazines but also reading reviews of other clients on the 

Internet. This paper presents a method of opinion mining 

from the online data by a mobile application. The process of 

application for mobile devices design is described and 

experiments with freely written reviews containing 

customer’s subjective growth of products conducted. The 

data used in the experiments come from a widely available 

resource- a web site containing information about the 

products where the clients in Czech after write their 

opinions about purchased products. The main idea of the 

purpose for mobile devices is its simple usage and the goal 
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of the purpose is easily inform the client about another 

clients opinions. It means the only thing the client should do 

is to recognize the product is attracted in and then obtain the 

information without any further interference with in a 

sensible time. The customer is able to see the most discussed 

words and make opinion about the product. The form of the 

data appearance is easy to understand. The process of 

obtaining the data and analysis is not time overwhelming 

and customer receives a result in a short time. The form of 

data presentation plays an important role. It leaves the part 

of analysis on clients who most select important words on 

his own. 

C. Mining Collective Opinions for Comparison of Mobile 

Apps 

According to Haroon Malik and Elhadi M. Shakshuki 

[3],User review is an important key factor in the mobile 

application market (Google play store).In those mobile 

application market,users are able to review the application 

after their use in the form of ratings and textual reviews. The 

mobile apps can contain large volumes of reviews and it is 

impossible for a user to skim through thousands of reviews 

to find the view of other users about the features they are 

interested in. In proposed a methodology to automatically 

extract the features of an app from its corresponding reviews 

using machine learning technique. The proposed 

methodology can be used to understand user’s preference to 

a certain mobile app and can uncover the relational behind 

why users prefer an app over other. In general, the opinion 

of people can be classified into three category; positive, 

negative and natural. People use certain predictable words 

while giving comments or writing an application review to 

express their opinion. Here are two examples: 1. “I hate the 

app. It keeps on crashing. Don’t waste your time on it” 2. 

“This is awesome. Love it. Works with android the best”. 

The review is categorised based on the sentimental word 

such as hate, awesome.  

D. Using Opinion Mining Techniques in Tourism 

Cristian Bucur [4] Proposed a system that completely based 

on the touism related information mining based on the user 

opinions. The proposed system extracts hotel reviews from 

internet and classifies them, using an opinion mining 

technique. The system is used for both clients and hotels. 

They extract opinions from user reviews posted on 

TripAdvisor website.[8] The system contains 2 modules, a 

content acquisition module which collects the review from 

website and an analysis module, which pre-process the 

extracted data and implements opinion mining process. The 

processing module processes the text for each review and 

split it into sentences. 

E. Knowledge Based Systems 

According to A. Weichselbraun, S.Gindl, A.Scharl[7] 

Knowledge extraction tools to analyze the social web 

typically provide frequency and sentiment metrics on either 

a document or sentence level. Sentiment is an important and 

insightful indicator. Structured knowedge contained in 

external linguistic repositories can support contextualization 

process. Contextualization identifies uncertain terms and 

adds position information for their disambiguation to a 

sentiment lexicon. The Conceptualizer extracts relevant sub-

graphs from structured understanding sources, which 

provide candidate concepts for the concept basic knowledge. 

A Concept Net query for approach yields a sub-graph with a 

total of 890 assertions. Based on the extension rules, we 

limit this result to English-speaking assertions that indicate a 

hypernym, hyponym, instance or synonym of the input term, 

obtaining a significantly smaller sub-graph. The 

Conceptualizer extracts the concepts participating in these 

assertions, which returns a total of 32 candidate concepts to 

ground the uncertain sentiment term approach. Elevating 

semantic knowledge bases such as SenticNet with 

information on (i) potentially ambiguous sentiment terms, 

(ii)positive and negative context terms and (iii) the 

grounding of these interpretations to common-sense and 

common knowledge paves the way for adapt sentiment 

analysis components to address these ambiguities in a 

systematic manner. This approach capitalizes upon past 

efforts to create and refine such language resources. This 

article introduces a novel method to extend sentiment 

lexicons with concept facts, which aims to increase the 

lexicons’ coverage and derive concept information for 

succeeding opinion mining. A quantitative analysis of the 

contextualization approach demonstrates the importance of 

context for correctly assessing a term’s polarity. The 

quantitative analysis draws upon a 10-fold cross-validation 

on corpora from five different domains – electronics and 

software product reviews from Amazon as well as reviews 

from the IMDb categories comedy, crime, and drama.  

F. A Framework for Opinion Mining in Blogs for 

Agriculture 

Valsamidis, Theodosios Theodosiou, Ioannis Kazanidis, 

Michael Nikolaidisa [9] proposed technique that applying 

opinion mining in agricultural Weblogs. The goals of the 

proposed structure is to (a) extract valuable textual facts 

from agriculture Weblogs and (b) put on opinion mining 

methods on the mined text in order to determine the positive 

or negative views regarding agriculture. The predictable 

welfares of smearing such a structure in agricultural blogs 

are the following: Qualitative appearance of farmers' 

trepidations. Recording farmers' problems and opinions 

concerning topics they are interested in without spatial and 

temporal restrictions. Estimation of farmers' attitudes about 

agricultural features. It is also a general opinion mining 

framework that could be applied in other areas apart from 

the agriculture. 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The opinions are collected from the online reviews, and they 

are belongs to many areas such as feature extraction and 

analysis for the recommendation of books, mobile 

application selection and comparison of one application to 

other, tourism reviews, agricultural blogs and knowledge 

based systems. The problem here is the strength of the 

opinion can be changed based on the field. The opinions 

about books, product, and mobile app could be different 

language based on the user. So it is very critical task to 

tackle each and every language with its coordination.  In the 

sentence, sometimes it is difficult to classify its nature 

(positive, negative, neutral).because different people have 

different tendency of writing reviews. Another problem is 

spam or fake reviews, we need to identify and remove those 

reviews before handling an mining of an opinions. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This survey paper deals with the mining of opinions from 

online reviews those are belongs to various fields such as 

feature extraction and analysis for the recommendation of 

books, mobile application selection and comparison of one 

application to other, tourism reviews, agricultural blogs and 

knowledge based systems. In that opinion mining can be 

helpful for collecting the suitable opinion for various 

purposes. In Future, we are going to concentrate on 

language orientation, that means changing the different 

language reviews into one common language and consider 

that review also. The improvement of spam review 

elimination and identification of the nature of review going 

to improve the accuracy of opinion mining. 
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